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Did you learn something today that will change your practice?

• How to promote encouraging change

• Yes, particularly the information on international nurses

• Aware of needs of colleagues with super powers

• Implementing change

• Yes very good variety nursing associate session was inspiring and food for thought change people vs I interesting. The overseas session was particularly inspiring and so much consideration is this 

something that other trusts could tap into

• I really like the session about SIM scenarios

• Yes….strongly agree

• I particularly liked Chris session and will certainly take away that resistance is just a form of feedback

• Yes. Very helpful for me as I have just started teaching role in our unit

• Yes the super power session was very eye opening

• Yeah the approach and attitude towards staff support and engagements

• Yes

• Brilliant lectures, very interesting regarding overseas nurses. All lectures very informative

• Overseas nurse facilitation. Managing change

• Found the session on international recruits very useful

• Yes-going forward thinking about barriers to change and how better to support international nurses

• Resistance to change really was helpful going forward with resistant staff

• Better insight for people with learning needs and adapting environment to support. Needs of international nurses and supporting when joining new area

• Yes SIM writing: audience, actors

• Yes. Making changes was eye opener

• Learnt so much today!

• Yes. A lot of new information I can take back to help aid my planning

• Leadership modules and the SIM template

• Yes the way I look at change

• Yes, understanding learning disabilities and how to change how I teach. Strategies for transitioning change. Ideas of how to support overseas staff

• I learnt that what I consider to be other peoples barriers to change are a reflection of my thoughts and feelings. Loved the exercise What one thing…… I have already signed up to the leadership 

academy newsletter so I will aim to book myself onto a course

• Awareness on resistance to change. Resources for educators

• So so much! Particularly the sessions from Steve, Matt and Rosie have given me so much food for thought. I can’t wait to share with my wider PD team as well as to see if I can implement things for 

paeds/neonates within the trust as well as my unit. My immediate change will be to think more accessible learning resources following Matt’s session

• The way I think about change management and thinking about how we educate our overseas nurses

• The entire day has elevated my own learning and directed me in supporting my teams learning

• Yes thinking about teaching those with dyslexia

• Yes. I have gained a lot of ideas from the topic supporting overseas nurses. Will definitely use some of the strategies in developing our induction program

• Yes definitely-especially the resisting change session

• Yes especially when organising support for international nurses



Is there any other feedback that you can give us which can improve the 

sessions in the day?

• None

• Really great day, thank you for organising

• Great day

• Thank you for organising this day, very helpful. Face to face would be great too

• This study day twice a year

• No I enjoyed the day thank you

• It’s all good and very useful

• Would love this to be face to face

• If you can do face to face session will be good

• No

• Brilliant session, face to face would be good to enable networking

• No, would be great to have a chance to hear where everyone is from

• Please keep as virtual

• Really enjoyed the day. Can’t think of any improvements

• Face to face would be better

• Enjoyed

• Very good sessions, all appropriate

• Really useful study day. Lots of relevant topics that are current and lots of ideas I can take back

• Would be great to be face to face

• No, thank you for the informative day

• Would like face to face day next time

• Thank you for a lovely and insightful day

• Was excellent, thank you.

• It would be wonderful to have a face to face study day next time. I’m not sure if I missed it but I was 100% sure of the agenda until this morning. Couldn’t find it in an email or in the details for 

today’s study day on the website. It just made things a bit tricky with the school run times etc, not knowing in advance. Definitely could just have been an oversight on my behalf though. Thank you 

all for such a brilliant day. It makes me feel very special as an educator that a day is put on just for us

• Great day, good variety of speakers. Will be nice when we can be face to face.

• Maybe running twice a year programme as education is ever changing in neonates and paediatrics

• Quite a lot of non participatory sessions, as educators who probably run SIM already I personally felt the SIM session did not add to my knowledge and I was quite excited about it

• The topics were very interesting and informative. Thank you

• I would prefer a face to face education day as I feel its more engaging for me personally

• None

• Excellent helpful sessions


